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Abstract 

Capitalism is a system based on private ownership of production and all operations are profit- 

based not to satisfy people’s needs. Capitalism means a free market economy which is totally 

different from system prevailing in India. Since India’s economy is a mixed economy where both 

socialist and capitalism economy prevails. Democracy is a system of government where citizens 

exercise power directly and have many rights from electing reprehensive to personal right. Every 

form of government, whether democratic or dictatorship, has both advantages and disadvantages. 

Democracy involves ‘the Government of the people, by the people, and for the people’. India is a 

developing country where both democracy and capitalism exists. There arise many questions 

between both the concepts. They are: 

 The reasons behind capitalism killing democracy? 

 What is the Relationship between Capitalism & Democracy? 

 What are the Advantages of this specific culture? 

Our research is based on pure method where most of research is done through journals, books, 

magazines and other secondary sources. 

In conclusion, In the event that there is no other option to our present frameworks and belief 

systems, then there is a need to enhance the present elements. The objective ought to be to 

reestablish a course of action amongst free enterprise and majority rules system which works 

better later on, until another model for financial aspects and governmental issues can be 

presented. 
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ESSAY - 

Majority rules system by definition implies the administration by individuals. That implies that 

every one of the general population ought to have the capacity to have their say in somehow in 

everything that influences their lives. Word references more often than not state that this 

privilege can either be practiced straightforwardly (by all individuals from a group having the 

likelihood to enter actually, without go between, their position on a specific issue into the basic 

leadership prepare - present day innovation can give this plausibility to progressively bigger and 

bigger groups), or through delegates (individuals from administrative bodies). This second 

course of action is then called Representative Democracy. 

 

Reasons behind Killing Democracy? 

The best wrongdoings are the ones carried out without anybody continually understanding a 

wrongdoing has been submitted. Cases of this are the criminal who can steal cash without being 

gotten on the grounds that he can cook the books to make the numbers look as though they 

turned out even. Or, on the other hand, the killers who can make the scene look as though it was 

a mishap or a suicide. 

Also, the most ideal approach to murder a majority rules system is to do it without the nation 

always understanding its vote based system has passed on. What take after are the general rules 
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for how. Capitalism has never been a friend of the people. Oh, well. Maybe a really good crash 

and burn will keep people from thinking these things are good of least a generation before this all 

happens again. 

Relationship between Capitalism and Democracy? 

The relationship that exists amongst private enterprise and vote based system is one that negates 

itself. Clearly the countries that take after the philosophy of both private enterprise and majority 

rules system are the countries that have a tendency to be more industrialized and all the more 

monetarily steady, for instance the United States and Canada. In any case, yet there is a pressure 

that exists between both free enterprise and vote based system. As per Bendix and Hobsbawm it 

is comprehended that there is irreconcilable circumstance between entrepreneurs, the individuals 

who need a market to be allowed to do what they need, and democrats, the individuals who need 

to develop rights and opportunities for individual subjects. In this paper, I will contend that the 

connection between both free enterprise and majority rule government is one of reliable and 

unending inconsistency. Private enterprise unleashes political, conservative and social strengths 

that dynamically encroaches upon law based rights. This in this manner makes social clash that 

thus prompts the expansion of popular government. This contention amongst private enterprise 

and popular government can be found in numerous cases of political history from the appointive 

procedure to the French Revolution, to the Age of Empire and furthermore the Russian 

Revolution. 

Private enterprise underpins vote based system in that it takes almost no upkeep from the 

legislature for a free enterprise economy to work. Many go so far as to state that the less 

obstruction the better it works, the purported undetectable hand of the market they call it. 
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Free enterprise subverts vote based system since riches in an industrialist society in the long run 

turns out to be exceptionally skewed, and there winds up being a tremendous hole between the 

lower and high societies with a little working class. The aftereffect of which is that the just 

procedure is ruined by cash infused into the political procedure, and the impact that cash has on 

the government officials. An entrepreneur economy transforms a law based nation into a nation 

for contract. Majority rule government cultivates private enterprise in extent to how willing its 

subjects are to either meddle in its capacity or permit it to advance openly. Moreover, at 

whatever point nationals start to wind up distinctly despondent about the divergence between 

classes, a vote based system will have a faster reaction to the issue than numerous different types 

of government (dynamic assessments being the most widely recognized reaction). Vote based 

system subverts free enterprise (as indicated by the imperceptible hand hypothesis), by intruding 

in its issues, ordering costs, falsely raising and bringing down supply or request, and so on. 

In all actuality, there is little that ties vote based system and private enterprise together. In 

specific nations, it is lectured this is the best blend, and many indiscriminately trust that is the 

situation. Nations with this mix frequently get themselves continually engaging unemployment, 

swelling, and huge shortages and national obligations. Despite the fact that free enterprise and 

majority rules system appear to exist together, there remains a strain between both belief 

systems. Private enterprise depends on industrializing and making a monetarily stable society. 

Majority rules system, then again, bargains making a general public that takes into consideration 

all subjects to stay break even with through rights and flexibilities. As per Bendix and 

Hobsbawm both philosophies repudiate each other because of class structure. It is comprehended 

that there are two noteworthy classes in the public arena, there is the rich (proprietors) and poor 

people (specialists). The pressure that exists is that business people need to make a superior 

market, however with a specific end goal to do as such they should control the vote based 
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structure. 

Advantages of a specific culture: 

One such contention is that the advantages of a specific culture might be traded off by majority 

rules system. As common nationals are urged to partake in the political existence of the nation, 

they have the ability to straightforwardly impact the result of government strategies through the 

popularity based systems of voting, battling and the utilization of press. The outcome is that 

administration approaches might be more affected by non-master feelings and in this way the 

viability bargained, particularly if an arrangement is in fact refined and additionally the overall 

population insufficiently educated. For instance, there is no certification that the individuals 

who crusade about the administration's financial arrangements are themselves proficient 

business analysts or scholastically equipped in this specific teach, paying little respect to 

whether they were knowledgeable. Basically, this implies a law based government may not 

give the greatest to the biggest number of individuals. Nonetheless, some have contended this 

ought not to be the objective of vote based systems on the grounds that the minority could be 

genuinely abused under that implied objective. 

 

"Private enterprise has broken free of the shackles of majority rules system" 

 

In the 21st century the flow amongst majority rules system and private enterprise has moved. In 

an article titled "End of History", Francis Fukuyama, a political financial analyst, was writing in 

1992: "That is, the end purpose of humankind's ideological advancement and the universalization 

of western liberal vote based system as the last type of human government," as opposed to the 

communist type of legislature of the twentieth century. In his article, he portrays how liberal vote 
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based system and private enterprise are the last type of government and further advancement in 

finding new political or monetary framework is no longer essential. After the fall of the Soviet 

Union, the belief system of vote based system and free enterprise spread quick and inconceivably 

around the globe. After 25 years, the perfect is breaking separated. Slavoj Zizek, a Slovenian 

savant and psycho-expert, expresses that "Private enterprise has broken free of the shackles of 

majority rules system." This an outcome of the free enterprise's adaptability and capacity to 

adjust to various conditions, for example, religions, societies and types of government. There is 

no requirement for majority rules system any longer, this advancement can be seen for instance 

in China and Singapore. Non-popularity based governments are currently building and 

supporting free market frameworks through strategies, which are not as prohibitive as in a just 

framework with their sophisticated welfare pads and defensive components. Contending with 

these nations and markets is troublesome for majority rule governments, in light of the fact that 

law based governments need to understandable and follows up on the benefit of everyone, and 

accomplishes development and value, yet is overpowered by the globalized interconnected 

market. In this market, the emerging clash is between the possibility of equity in vote based 

system and the basic imbalance in free enterprise. This crevice can't be filled by the welfare state 

any longer and new solid country state acts are required, however in a globalized advertise it is 

almost difficult to establish autonomous financial and monetary arrangements. As a response to 

this advancement and the confinements on the administrations to act politically and monetarily, 

new gatherings developed. In Germany, the AfD is the middle for individuals who are 

unsatisfied with the present legislative issues; in the USA, it is Donald Trump who profits by the 

general population's dissatisfaction to rally them behind him. An astounding occasion left this 

improvement in Europe and the USA was that the United Kingdom in July 2016 chose to leave 

the European Union, with numerous contending that they need to keep their national sway. 
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In our present circumstance, an unmistakable line amongst private enterprise and majority rules 

system is required. Majority rule government is losing increasingly impact and numerous choices 

are presently made by the business sectors, as a result of deregulation and missing enactment. 

For instance, the Glass-Steagall Act, which split banks into ordinary private banks and venture 

banks, was renounced in the 1990s to take into account aggressive banks. This in part prompted 

the monetary emergency in 2007-2008. Additionally, the Bretton Woods Agreement which 

balanced out the world economy after World War II by means of settled trade rates was likewise 

renounced and made universal money related issues. There is extraordinary campaigning going 

on, and the straightforwardness of instruments used to ensure upper hands on the worldwide 

market is extremely questionable. Today, as economy is somewhat making up its own 

guidelines, it crawls advance into governmental issues. It was a bit much for the current U.S. 

president Donald Trump, a land tycoon from New York, who worked numerous years as a 

business visionary, to demonstrate any related knowledge in governmental issues, since his 

financial triumphs defended his capacity to represent. Now, the possibility of free enterprise is 

not going towards relaxing its association with majority rules system. As of now, financial 

improvement and achievement are viewed as the engines of society, important for societal 

progression. Accordingly, private enterprise is at present the commanding thought. 

Conclusion: 

Private enterprise and majority rule government have both formed into extensive ideological 

builds in the course of the most recent century that fit together splendidly. Vote based system, by 

means of its social and monetary neighborly arrangements have lifted up free enterprise. In this 

improvement, the line between them is getting foggy, on the grounds that free enterprise is 

increasing increasingly impact and control. Presently we are stood up to with various issues. 
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There is by all accounts no distinction in private enterprise as a financial framework and belief 

system. The same number of scholars, political and financial experts recommends, we are in the 

need of new types of administration. The fundamental issue with finding another request is that 

there are no legitimate and promising new builds to mirror. In mankind's history, there have been 

just a modest bunch of monetary and political frameworks, large portions of which fizzled or 

were not reasonable for expansive populace. In the event that there is no other option to our 

present frameworks and belief systems, then there is a need to enhance the present elements. The 

objective ought to be to reestablish a course of action amongst free enterprise and majority rules 

system which works better later on, until another model for financial aspects and governmental 

issues can be presented. 
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